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The multiple quantum NhlR spectrum of 4-cyano-I’~rz-pentyld ,,-biphenyl in the nematic phase is presented. The b-b- 
spectra of the higher quantum transitions arc easier to interpret than the single quantum spectrum- A preliminaz.y ar’~Iysis 
of the biphenyl conformation indicates that the dihedral angle is 32 r 1”. 

1, Introduction 

Ia this letter we show the application of multi- 
ple quantum NMR to the analysis of moiecular con- 
formation- The proton spectrum of 4-cyano-4’~n- 
pentyMIl-biphenyl (5CB+II,,, fig. 1) is used in a pre- 
liminary analysis of the biphenyl moiety. The NMR 
spectrum of 5CBdIII and an analogous molecule have 
pretiously been used to study the order parameters 
of the nematic mesophase [ 1,2]. However, the single 
quantum spectrum of SCBsl,, is complex and difti- 
cult to analyze for structural parameters without 
further deuterium substitution_ Here we show that 

the higher quantum transitions are well resolved and 
allow simple and direct assignment of spectral lines to 
a theoretical modeI_ The predictions of group theory 
are easiiy checked against the spectral features of the 
six- and seven-quantum regions. 

In section 2 we briefly describe the technique of 
multiple quantum NMR in liquid crystals. Section 3 
describes some experimental details and section 4 
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Fig. 1. The molecule 4-cyano-4’~n-pentyldrr-biphenyl (SC5 
cfrr). The multiple quantum NhIR spectrum of the biphenyl 
group protons is used to determine the nematic phase order 
parameters and the angle of twist between the rings. 

presents a simple analysis of the biphenyl conforma- 
tion in 5CB-dll based on the multiple quantum spec- 
trum_ In section 5 we discuss the requirements for a 

2. Multiple quantum NMR in liquid cry& 

In conventional single quantum NMR, the selection 
rule determining the number of possible transitions is 
&I2 = +l for a change in the total magnetic quantum 
number. In multiple quantum NMR transitions corre- 
sponding to AM = nfi - n$ for all allowed Mi and II% 
may be observed [3--51. The number of eigenstates 
with quantum number hfi decreases as lMjl increases 
and so the highest order (largest &If) transitions are 
fewest in number. 

In the proton NMR of liquid crystal molecules the 
major spectral features are due to intramolecular d.i- 
polar couplings. IntermoIecufar coupIings are usually 
negligible due to rapid diffusion. As the number of 
protons increases, an analysis of the spectrum may 
become intractable due to the many overlapping 

lines. Multiple quantum NMR simplifies ihe spectrum 
by reducing the number of lines in a given spectral 
width. For N protons the N - 1 and N - 2 quantum 

transitions are usually sufficient to determine all di- 
polar couplings. Resolved transitions in lower orders 
may also be used to improve the analysis. 
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3. Esperimental 

The liquid crystal 4-cyano4’-rz-pentyld i , -biphenyl 

(TC_N = 23”C, TN-1 = 3 l°C) was synthesized by the 
procedure of Gray and Mosley 163 with a slight modi- 
fication. An olefm which was produced as a side prod- 
uct from the reduction of 4-bromo4’-pentanoyl_dg- 
biphenyl was further reduced to SCBd,, by platinum 
oxide and deuterium gas in ethyl acetate at atmo- 

spheric pressure. The isotopic purity was found to be 
approximately 98%. A sample of about 400 mg was 
sealed under vacuum in a 6 mm 0-d. glass tube. Ah 
spectra were taken at a regulated temperature of 
26.0% 

The spectrometer is a homebuilt Fourier trans- 
form instrument equipped with a persistent super- 
conducting magnet operating at a proton Larmor fre- 
quency of 182 MHz. A four-pulse sequence (PO,, r, 
90-y r,/2, 180,., tr/2,90,,, 7) described elsewhere 

E3P was used to acquire a multiple q-turn free in- 

duction decay. A spin echo was produced by the 180 
pulse and served to remove broadening due to mag- 
net inhomogeneity. The multiple quantum orders 
were separated by time proportional incrementation 
of the rf phase [3,4]. Fourier transformation of the 
signal yielded a spectrum similar to that shown in fig. 
2, but with line intensities dependent on the value of 
the parameter T in the pulse sequence. Averaging mag- 
nitude spectra obtained from different T values en- 
sures that the resulting intensity distribution will 
more closely resemble that expected from a comple- 
tely non-selective excitation process. 

Six 16k multiple quantum free induction decays 
were obtained for values of T ranging from 0.4 to 1.4 
ms. An increment of 1 .O PS in tr defined the effective 
acquisition dwell time. The magnitude spectra of 
32k Fourier transforms were averaged to obtain the 
spectrum of fig. 2. With this choice of parameters, 
the frequency resolution of the spectrum is 30.5 Hz. 
The average linewidth is approximately 120 Hz. 

C5%~zcN 
Mulliple Quonlum NMR Specrrum 

AM.O AH.1 Au=2 AM=3 Ah4=4 Ahk5 - AM.6 Am=7 AM=8 

Fig. 2. Proton multiple quantum NMR spectrum of SCBdll. The multiple quantum subspectra are separated according to the or- 

der of the transitions. The change in magnetic quantum number, AM, for each group of lines is indicated beneath the subspectra. 
Ondy one half of the symmetric zero- and eightquantum regions is shown T&e full width shown is 500 ~Hz. 
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4. Results and analysis 

The multiple quantum spectrum of SCB+II,, is 
shown in fig. 2. The one-quantum region is indeed 
very complex and impossible to analyze at this level 
of resolution. Expanded traces of the six- and seven- 
quantum regions are shown in fig. 3. The stick spec- 
tra in fig. 3 wil.l be discussed below. To find the di- 

polar coupling constants. consider as a simple case the 

-4 

Fig. 3. Esperimental and theoretical six- and sevenquantum 
spectra of5~11.~espeetralwidrhoftheacesis625 

kHz. Beneath the experimental spectra are shown the theo- 
retical transition frequencies based on a least-squares itemtie 
fit of the couplin_es in table 1. All the lines in the theoretical 
spectra of of unit height (a) Six-quantum region. (IO Seven- 
quantum region. The central line here is an artifact arising 
from the method of acquisition. 

molecular fked axis bystem of fig. 4. We fii assume 
the couplings are an average of the four e&ivalent con- 

formations related by the dihedral angle Q (the ang!e 
of twist between the rings) [7-91. Since the two 
rings are asymmetrically substituted, they may be 
distorted from a phenyl ring geometry differently. 
This implies a permutation symmetry isomorphous 
with the D2 point group for the proton =+pins. ‘Ihzre 

are then a total of twelve unique dipolar couplings. 
Three order parameters may be obtained from the 
spectra. From group theory it may be shotvn th%t 

the number of lines expected in the N - 1 spectrum 
of N protons is related to the number of distinct 
types of spins. By distinct it is meant that couplings 
to these spins form a di&nct set. For the above choice 
of symmetry there are four distinct protons in the 
biphenyl group. This should give rise to four doublets 
in rhe seven-quantum spectrum. In a similar manner 
it is predicted that the six-quantum spectrum sho~!d 

consist of forty-one lines (fourteen doublets, six 
triplets)_ If R = R' in fig. 4, then further symmetry of 
the biphenyl group leads to a prediction of a different 
number of lines. For this case a permutation group 
isomorphous with the D4 point group is appropriate. 
There are then seven unique dipolar couplings and 
only two independent order parameters, S, and 

Sxx - SYr,, can be obtained from the spectra. We 
then predict four seven-quantum lines (two doublets) 
and twenty-one six-quantum lines (seven doublets, 

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of tie biphenyl moiety. The mo- 
lecular fLxed axis system is shown with the o.@in centered 
on the C-C inter-ring bond. The x axis bisects the dihedral 
angle 0 and the z axis ties along the Pam-substituted carbons. 
For SCEkf,, R = CN and R’ = C5Dll_ 
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three triplets). Comparing these results with fig. 3 in- 
dicates that any asymmetry of ring distortion is 
small. We therefore use as a simple first approxima- 
tion the D, point group in our model for the biphenyl 
group symmetry. 

The experimental spectrum was fit to theoretical 
transition frequencies using the seven dipolar cou- 
plings as parameters in a least-squares iterative com- 
puter program. The iterative portion of this program 
is similar to the LAOCN3 computer program [lo]. 
In addition, the program calculates allowed multiple 
quantum transitions based on the symmetry relations 
among the eigenstatss. If it is not necessary to calcu- 
late all orders for a fit, then the computer memory 
requirement of this program is much less severe than 
that of a conventional single quantum simulation and 

iteration. This is because only those submatrices of 
the hamiltonian actually involved in the transitions 
need to be diagonalized. A total of twenty-four lines 
from the five-, six- and seven-quantum orders were 
used in the iteration to produce a fit with an rms error 
of 26 Hz. The theoretical six- and seven-quantum line 
positions are shown as stick spectra in fig. 3. The re- 

suiting coupling constants ue given in table 1 _ 
We may now interpret these couplings in terms of 

a model for molecular geometry and internal motion. 
For the possible motion about 9, two models may be 
considered. In the first, only the lowest energy state 
in the potential well is appreciable populated and no 
averaging over other states is performed. This is the 
model usually chosen for substituted biphenyls [7-g]. 
As the potential barrier to rotation is expected to be 

Table 1 
Esperimental coupling constants for 3-cyano-4’~n-pent>+ 
dlI-biphenyl 

Dipolar couplings 
<Hz) 

%2 -4x77= 1 

013 38+.7- 

D 14 3892 2 
DIS -1742 * 2 

D16 -364 5 2 

O23 38lf 3 

02s -148 = 3 

a) Assumed values. 

scalar COUPONS a) 

(Hz) 

J12 8.0 

J 13 0.0 

J14 2.0 

Jls 0.0 
J16 0.0 
J23 2.0 
J26 0.0 
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only a few k&/mole [ 111, a model which averages 
over the rotation should be more appropriate. Previ- 
ous work on 4,4’-dichlorobiphenyl has shown that 
the difference in fits obtained from these two models 
is smalJ [7]. In our case, the couplings are not as 
precisely determined as those for 4,4’-dichlorobi- 
phenyl and the first model proves adequate. 

The two order parameters and some of the param- 
eters defining the geometry may be found from the 
coupling constants. In a simplified model, we assume 
a phenyl ring geometry equal to that of benzene 

@I2 = 2.48 ii, r14 = 4.30 A, ‘C-H = 1.08 A) and 
find S,, to be 0568 * O.OOl_ Taking a value of the 
inter-ring C-C bond length equal to that of biphenyl 
(1 SO A) [ 121, we then vary S, - S,,,, and P over 
a number of values. As in the work on 3,3’,5,5’-tetra- 
chlorobiphenyl [8], it is found that the rms deviation 
of calculated to observed couplings exhibits a sharp 
minimum with respect to @. For SCB+I,, this mini- 
mum is at 9 = 32 +. lo. ‘Ihe minimum with respect to 
variations of S, - S,,,, is much less pronounced 
and occurs at 0.057 +. 0.002. The final rms deviation 
at the minimum is 15.8 Hz. 

5. Discussion 

The value of the dihedral angle Q in 5CM, 1 has 
not been previously reported. However, NMR of 5CB- 
dll and an analysis of the single quantum spectrum have 
indicated that 32” is a reasonable value [ 131. The rms 
deviation of the fit of calculated to observed couplings 
is larger than expected from experimental errors in 
the Dii. The use of a benzene geometry for the 
phenyl rings contributes to the deviation. The cou- 

plings Dl4 and 023 are not equal within the e_xperi- 

mental uncertainty tid so ring distortion should be 
included in the model. In addition, slight splittings of 
lines in the seven-quantum spectrum of fig. 3 are 
evidence for deviations from the D4 symmetry as- 
sumed in this analysis. The inclusion of vibrational 
averaging of the nuclear coordinates is expected to 
further reduce the deviation between the model and 
experimental coupling constants [2]. 

Before proceeding with a more detailed modeling 
of the biphenyl structure, two aspects of the experi- 
ment require investigation_ The first is the addition 
of deuterium decoupling to the multiple quantum 
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pulse sequence. The use of the 180 pulse in the pres- 

ence of proton-deuteron couplings will complicate 
the spectrum in its full analysis. There are several 
ways to approach this problem. Currently we are in- 
vestigating the use of double quantum deuterium de- 
coupling [ 141. As the largest proton-deuteron cou- 
pling has been estimated to be ~100 Hz [3 1, and the 
deuterium spectrum is approximately 50 kJ5z, the 
double quantum decoupling requirements are moder- 
ate. 

The second point involves the resolution of the 
multiple quantum spectrum. Obtaining ali orders 
simultaneously increases the computer storage re- 
quired to maintain the frequency precision_ One solu- 
tion would involve the use of selective preparation of 

multiple quantum transitions [IS] which would re- 

quire the acquisition of only one or several orders. 

6. Conclusions 

We have presented the simplification of a compli- 
cated NMR spectrum by the use of multiple quantum 

transitions. This technique has allowed line assign- 
ments to a theoretical spectrum to be made from a 
reduced set of well-resolved lines in the high-order 
spectra without the need for se!ective isotope labeling. 
Symmetry characteristics of tz-pen@ cyanobiphenyl 
are clearly displayed in these spectra. Computer re- 
quirements for spectral fitting are much less severe 
than in the normal single quantum case. With increased 
resolution and deuterium decoupling the experimental 
coupling constants should be determined with greater 
precision, allowing an improvement in analysis over 
our extremely simple D4 symmetry model for the bi- 
phenyl group. 
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